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The aim of this note is to give an elementary proof of the boundedness of 
the Banach space valued Hilbert transform for the spaces Lp’(Qt;Lp2(Q2)), 
where 1 <p,,p2< 03 and (Q;,p;), i = 1,2 are o-finite measure spaces. The proof 
is based on an extension to the Banach space valued case of a method due to 
Bochner (see e.g. [l 11, page 166). We note that the case of lP-valued functions 
was already considered by R.P. Boas and S. Bochner in [3], using different 
methods. As is well-known, there are at least two ways to obtain this result. One 
is via martingale theory using the fact that Lp’(Qr;Lp2(Q2)) is a UMD space 
[5], [6]. Another approach uses the Benedek-Calderon-Panzone theorem [ 11, 
which is based on a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition for vector-valued func- 
tions. However we think that it is of some interest to observe that an ap- 
propriate modification of Bochner’s method applies to this particular Banach 
space valued case. Our motivation for considering the case Lp1(Q1;Lp2(Q2)) 
originates from the applications treated in the paper of Dore and Venni [8], 
where the boundedness of the Hilbert transform in these spaces plays an impor- 
tant role. Finally we note that the argument given in the present paper, com- 
bined with the result of Bourgain [4], yields a proof of the UMD property of 
LP’(R,. LpqQ2)). 
Let ;B, 11 . 11) be a real or complex Banach space and let L’(lR; B) be the 
Banach space of all strongly measurable functions fon IR with values in B such 
that 
llfllr = (L llf(~)ll’~0”’ 
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is finite, with 1 IT< 00 (see e.g. [7]). For f eL’( R;B) and E>O, the truncated 
Hilbert transform off is defined by 
which is strongly measurable and bounded. We shall prove that for 1 <r< CM 
and B=LP1(RI;LP2(Q2)) with 1 <pI,p2< 00, there exists a constant c,.(B) such 
that 
holds for all f c L’(lR; B) and E>O. As is well-known, this implies the con- 
vergence of H, f as E 10 in the space L’( IR; B) for every f in L’( IR; B). For the 
sake of completeness we indicate the proof. It is sufficient to show the con- 
vergence of H, f for functions f in a dense subspace A of L’( IR; B). We will 
takeA:={hEC’([R;B);hwithcompactsupportandS,h(t)dt=O}.Forf~A, 
we have by integrating by parts: 
w4f)(x) = (log&)(f(x+&)-f&-E)) 
+ S (log lrI)f’(x-Y)d~+g(x-1)+g(x-t1) 
E< y <I 
where 0 < E < 1 and g(t) = ji, f(y) dy, t E I?. Then W, f) (x) converges to 
j (log I_A)f’(x-d&+&-1)+&+1)- S g(x-+dy, 
O<‘yl<l I<‘Y 
pointwise as well as in L’( IR; B) for all 1 < r< 03. The limit Hf is the Hilbert 
transform off, 
Hf(x) = ; _I 
1 +Oz f(x-t) dt 
7 , 
m 
the principal value in the sense of norm convergence in L’( IR; B), and satisfies 
IlHf IL 5 c,(B) Ilf /Iv 
As in [6], we will derive (1) from a Riesz estimate for the B-valued conjugate 
function on the circle group. Although the proof of the following lemma is im- 
plicit in [6], we will present a complete proof for the convenience of the reader 
and to make this paper self-contained. The reader will note that the proof con- 
sists of more or less straightforward extensions to the vector-valued case of the 
standard estimates for the scalar situation. We introduce some terminology and 
notation. Given a,, aI, . ..) aN and bl, . . . , bN in a Banach space B, the function 
T+ i (cos kt ak + sin kt bk), -nstt?t, 
k=l 
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is called a (B-valued) trigonometric polynomial. Using the positivity of the 
Fejer kernel it follows that any ~EL’([-n, rc];B) is norm limit of the Cesaro 
means of its Fourier series, so the trigonometric polynomials are norm dense 
in Lr([-rc, n];B). Furthermore, for O<.s< 1 we denote by P, and Q, the Poisson 
kernel and the conjugate Poisson kernel respectively, i.e., 
l-S2 2s sin t 
P,(t) = 
1-2scos t+s2’ 
Qs(t) = 
1-2scos t+s2 
(-7Tstsn). 
For each 0 5 s< 1 the convolution operators f w P, *f and f ++ Q, *f are bounded 
linear operators in L’([-n, n];B) and l\Ps*f /I,< ilf lll. for all feL’([-n, nl;B). 
Here we write 
k*f)(Q = $ j g(B-t)f(t)dt 
B 
whenever gEL’([-n, 7~1) and f EL’([--71, n];B). 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a real or complex Banach space and I< r < 03. Suppose 
there exists a positive real number d,(B) such that if al, . . . , aN and b,, . . . , bN 
are elements of B, then 
(2) 
where 
(3) 
and 
u(t) = ; (COS kt ak + Sin kt bk), 
k=l 
(4) fJ(t) = c (-COS kt bk + SirI kt ak), 
k=l 
Then estimate (1) holds for all f E L’(lR; B), with c,.(B) depending only on 
d,(B). 
PROOF. The first step in the proof is to show that the hypothesis of the lem- 
ma implies that 
(5) ; J 
n 
llQ,*fllrdt)“~~~,(B)(~ 1 
n 
lP..*fllrdt)“’ 
holds for all f l L’([--71, n]; B), and some constant J,.(B) depending only on 
d,(B). Since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in L’([--71, z]; B), and the 
convolution operators f c Q,*f and f y PS*f are bounded on Lr([-TC, TC]; B), it 
is sufficient to prove (5) for trigonometric polynomials f. Moreover, we may 
assume that I”, f(t) dt =O. Given such a trigonometric polynomial f and 
0 <s< 1, put u = P, *f and o = Q, *f. Then the trigonometric polynomials u and 
u are related to each other as in (3) and (4) above, and so (5) follows from the 
hypothesis of the lemma. By this the estimate (5) is proved. 
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Next we will derive an estimate like (1) for the truncated Hilbert transform 
for the circle group. For O<E<Z and feL’([-n,rr];B) let 
X,Cf(H)=$ s cot - 
E< ifi <n 0 ; f(6J-t)dt (-7r1eIn). 
Analogous to [lo], Chapter III, Lemma 2.6, for O<E< 1 and s= 1 -E we get 
~3~0) - (Q, *f)(e) = (0+)(e), 
where, 
K,(t) = 
-Q,(t) for E< ItI <n 
Q,(t) for ItI <c, 
and 
& y IK,(t)l dt 14. 
ii 
Since 
llK*f)(~)ll 5 z’;r j /fW)/ I/f@- t)li dt, 
J 
this implies that IIHi’f- Q,*fllr<41/fll,. Combined with (5) and IlP,*fll,.~ I/fll, 
this yields that 
(6) IIKfllr 5 c,(B) llfllr 
for all feL’([-n, n];B), and some constant c,(B), depending only on d,(B). 
As in the scalar case, this estimate can now be transfered to the non-periodic 
case. We present the full details. Let f E L’( R; B) be fixed. For E> 0 and n E N 
define 
(&J)(x) = 
(1 
~i,~cliriCOl(f)f(n(X-Y)) for lxl<n~ 
0 for /xl >nn. 
For 1x1 <nn we have 
W&)(x) =; cc ,s<., &$-) fy& 
and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we have 
(7) lim V&f>(x) = V&f)(x). n-m 
For cr> 0 we denote by R, the restriction operator from L’( lR;B) into 
Lr([-arr, an];@, by E, the natural imbedding from L’([-crrr, on];@ into 
L’(lR;B), and by D, the operator from L’([-an,an];B) into L’([rc,7~];B) 
defined by (D,g)(x)=g(ox). Note that IIR,ll = IlEJ = 1 and llD,li =a”‘. Using 
this notation we have 
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and so it follows from (6) that IIH,,. f 11,s c,(B) /If II,.. Now (7) and Fatou’s lem- 
ma implies that i/H, f 1l,.sc,(B) lif llr. By this the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
REMARK 1. Note that for a Banach space B estimate (1) is in fact equivalent 
to estimate (2). Moreover, an argument analogous to the one given in [lo], 
Chapter II, section 1, shows that estimate (2) is equivalent to the norm con- 
vergence of the Fourier series of functions in Lr([-n,n];B). 
Before formulating the key lemma in our approach we shall introduce some 
notations. The product measure space of two a-finite measure spaces (X,p) and 
(Y, v) will be denoted by (Xx Y,p @ v). Given two complex-valued functions f 
and g in L”(X, p) and L”( Y, v) respectively, the function f @g in L”(Xx Y,P 0 v) 
is defined by (f @g)(x, y) = f(x) g(y) p @ LI - a.e., (where Lo denotes the space 
of all complex-valued measurable functions with the usual identification). 
Moreover if F: [-n, n] + L’(X,p) and G: [-n, n] -L’(Y, v), we define the 
function F@ G by 
(8) (FOG)(r) = F(t)@G(t), IE[-n,~]. 
We now consider the complex Banach space 
(9) B = Lp’(Q,; ,!,pz(122)) 
with 1 <p,,p2< 03. Observe that this space can be identified with the space 
see [9]. Furthermore, 
(10) llf@gll = llfll 
R, .R, 
iff,gEB, then f@gELP1(Q;21xL?-?1 
II4 . 
; LPz(R, x Qn,)) and 
Indeed, 
,,EJQL lf( x,,~*)l~~/g(~l,Y2)I~~~(i1120~*)(X*,Y2)~~~’P~~(~,O~l)(X1~Y1) I I 2 2 
= R E, I( s lf(x,,X2)IP2~~2(X2))p~'p2 
I I Q2 
. cs 18(Y,~Y,)lP~~~2(Y2))~~‘~~l O,OPul)(X,,Y,) 
Q2 
Again let the space B be as in (9), and denote by BR the space of real-valued 
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functions in B, so that B = B, @ iBR. We denote by dB the space of all func- 
tions f: [-n, n] -+ B which are of the form 
E e’lkck, with ckEB and NEN. 
k=l 
Furthermore we set Re &‘B = { Ref; f E dB}. Observe that u E Re JBg iff there 
exist uniquely determined ok, bk E B, such that 2.4 is as in (3). If in this situation 
u E Re .JY~, then u + iv E&~ iff v is as in (4), and we write u =H,u (with a slight 
abuse of notation). The linear mapping HB is a bijection from Re AIM into 
itself, which in addition satisfies Hi = -Id. Clearly (2) is equivalent to the 
boundedness of HB with respect to the norm in L’([--n, n]; B). The next lemma 
extends Bochner’s method to Banach spaces of the form (9). 
LEMMA 2. Let (Q;,,LI;), i= 1,2 be two a-finite measure spaces and 1 < 
PlVP2<cQ. Suppose that estimate (2) holds for the Banach space E= 
Lp’(Q, x !2,; LP?(Q2 x 52,)) and some 1 <r< 03. Then the estimate (2) holds for 
the Banach space B = Lpl(Q,; Lp2(Q2)) with r replaced by 2r, where the con- 
stant d,,(B) depends only on the constant d,(E). 
PROOF. Take 1.4 E Re JQg where B=LP1(RI; LP*(Q,)), and let u = HBu, so 
u+ivEdB and 
.Y 
u+iv = C e”“c ,+ with ck E B. 
k=l 
Then we obtain 
(u-iiu)@(u+iu) = -i(u+iu)@(u+iu) = -i E E ef’(k+‘)ck@cI, 
k=, /=I 
using thknotation introduced in (8). This shows that (v - iu) @ (u + iv) E .AE. 
Now 
(v-iiu)@(u+iv) = (v@u+u@v)+i(v@v-u@o), 
consequently 
(11) o@v-u@u = H&@v+v@u). 
By hypothesis, ~lHE(~~v+v~a)/l,~d,(E)Ilu~v+v~u/I, in L’([--~t,rr];E). 
Therefore, by using (1 l), 
/luOuI/,~ II~~~~O~+~O~~ll~+ll~O~ll~ 
5 ll~O~Il,+d,(E)(II~OvI/,+ Il~04,). 
From (10) we obtain l~u@uII,=(1/(2r~)[~~ Ilu(t)l12’dt)1”= lluilf, and similarly 
lI~o~ll,= II&r* 
Moreover, 
ll~O4r = (A 1 
n 
llu(O@WW~)“r = (& 1 
A 
ll~(r)‘ll~~~~ll’dr)li’ 
& J l/v(t),12’dt)“2r = IIUll2r II42r~ 
n 
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where we have used (10) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Similarly 
IIu@uII,I \Iu(\~~ j(~11~~. Collecting the above, we get 
/14t,~ II~//:,+~~,~~~ll~l/2rlI~ll2r 
from which it follows that I(u(JZr< (d,(E) + I/-) ~Iu(/~,., and so we can 
take d,,.(B) = d,(E) + J/-. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let B = LP1(QRI; Lp*(sZ,)), where 1 <p,,p2< 03 and (Qj,pi), 
i = 1,2 are a-finite measure spaces. Then the estimate (2) holds in B for every 
l<r<m. 
PROOF. The proof is divided in three steps. 
STEP 1. B = C (i.e. O,, Q2 consist each of one point with measure one). This 
is the classical Bochner argument which we indicate for the sake of com- 
pleteness. We start with r = 2 and in this case H is an isometry as well known. 
By Lemma 2, the result follows for r-2”, m E N . By the Riesz-Thorin inter- 
polation theorem, the result holds for all 21r< 03, and by duality for all 
l<r<m. 
STEP 2. B = LP(Q), 1 <p< CO (i.e. Q2 consist of one point with measure one). 
Now we start with r=p, in which case the result follows immediately from 
step 1 and an application of Fubini’s theorem. Since this result holds for Sz x Q, 
an application of Lemma 2 yields the result for r = 2p. By repeating this argu- 
ment we get the estimate for r=2”p, m E N. Again by interpolation [2] and 
duality arguments, the result follows for all 1 <r< 00 (note that the dual of 
L’([-rr, 7~1; LP(Q)) can be identified with L”([-rc, 7~1; L”‘(Q)) with l/r+ l/r’= 
l/p+ l/p’= 1, see [7]). 
STEP 3. B=LP’(Ql;LP*(Q2)), 1 <p1,p2<03. In this final case, we start with 
r =p,, and again the result follows from step 2 and Fubini’s theorem. By Lem- 
ma 2, we obtain the case r = 2”‘p,, m E N and by interpolation and duality, the 
proposition is proved. 
REMARK 2. Clearly the same method of proof can be used for spaces B= 
Lp’(Q,; LPz(Qz; LP3(@))), etc. 
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